at last providing 100W/ch from a stereo
chassis. This formed the basis for the ﬁrst
Electro integrated, the ECI 1, in 1991.
Remote control arrived in 2000 with
the 70W/channel ECI 3, the ﬁrst version
to use a motorised volume control hidden
behind the impressive acrylic fascia, with
the now-familiar blue light rotating to
show the volume setting, and an array of
four buttons for volume control and source
selection. A year later came the more
powerful 120W/channel ECI 4, replaced in
2004 by the ECI 5.

LATEST CHANGES
Coming up to date, the changes in the
new ECI 5 MK II seem to have been
mainly intended to meet the demands
of big modern speakers when driven to
high levels with rock music. So the MK II
has been given ‘a more powerful output
stage’, using twice the number of output
devices, and a much bigger power supply
to increase current capability. This uses
a new 500VA transformer, with reservoir
capacitance increased to 80,000µF.
A new overload detection system
dispenses with the previous output relay,
avoiding the possibility of such a relay in
the signal path deteriorating over time.
From the user’s point of view, though,
the most obvious change is in the display,
which now indicates the source in very
large characters, easily readable across a
large room. When using the system remote
handset provided, the display can be

dimmed, in four steps, but not completely
turned off.
Unchanged from the previous model is
the rear-panel array of six line inputs. Two
of these are balanced XLR pairs, labelled CD
and Tuner, while the remaining unbalanced
(RCA phono) inputs include a direct HT,
or Home Theatre input, bypassing the
volume control. When selected, this mutes
for a few seconds as a precaution against
accidental overload.
It’s clearly intended that you use a CD
player with balanced outputs. Otherwise,
you will need to use the unbalanced-tobalanced adaptors provided. To avoid using
these, you can of course plug a CD player
into one of the single-ended inputs, but
these are labelled Tape, VCR and DVD and
there is no obvious way of
renaming one of them to
give ‘CD’ in the display.
Apart from the Rec
(‘tape’) out, there are
balanced and unbalanced
Pre Out connections, so an
additional power ampliﬁer
can be connected for biamping or to power remote speakers.
Once set up, the ECI 5 MK II proved
very tractable and easy to use. Although
the main power switch is on the front, it’s
intended that in daily use you just switch
off by using the remote’s Mute button. I
found that the remote’s up/down buttons
gave a pleasantly precise control of
volume, and responded quickly. The blue

ABOVE: Electro’s ‘Diamond’ control layout is
unchanged from the previous model, but the
display is much larger. Left and right buttons
select source, the other two control volume

light which indicates the position of the
volume pot behind the fascia looks really
good, but of course it’s not as informative
as a numeric display.

NORDIC CONNECTIONS
I got down to serious listening with
the suitably-Scandinavian audiophile
classic, Jazz At The Pawnshop, recorded
on analogue tape in the same year that
Electrocompaniet’s original 25W amp
ﬁrst broke into the US market. This time
I was listening to one of the more recent
Pawnshop remasterings
(the CD layer of Proprius
PRSACD7879).
With this disc, I think
the ever-fascinating
audience noises can
often tell you straight
away whether you’re
going to like the sound
or not, even before the music starts. In
this case, I felt myself thoroughly drawn
into the club/pub atmosphere. And I was
captivated by the music too.
For more modern jazz with a Nordic
connection, I put on Alive [Edition Records
EDN1021] from Phronesis, the trio led
by the great Danish bassist Jasper Høiby.
The big sound of Høiby’s double-bass was
fat and dominant but didn’t get out of
control. At the other end of the spectrum,
the widely-spread sound of Ivo Neame’s
piano had a bright clarity at the top end
that stopped short of being brittle.
Moving on to one the great female
rock vocalists, Jennifer Warnes, and
one of the great opening tracks, ‘First
We Take Manhattan’ from Famous Blue
Raincoat [RTHCD 5052], I continued to be
impressed. The ECI 5 MK II had Jennifer’s
voice projecting forcefully, and yet with a
smooth-toned power, convincingly placed
in the fairly spacious soundstage, and
very expressive. Treble sounds generally

‘The big bass
drum on “God’s
Kingdom” was
just right’

A HIGHER PROFILE
A change of ownership in 2004 brought new life to Electrocompaniet. It is now
a division of Westcontrol, a successful Norwegian electronics company which
develops and manufactures electronic systems for industry and agriculture.
Westcontrol has transformed Electro’s proﬁle as an international brand, setting
up subsidiary distribution companies in Germany, the UK and the USA. Launching
Electrocompaniet USA in 2009, Westcontrol’s founder and CEO Mikal Dreggevik
said ‘These last few years have seen Electrocompaniet grow by more than 200
per cent, with quality distribution in more than 45 countries worldwide’. While
continuing to develop the Classic range, Electrocompaniet also offers the lowercost Prelude series, which includes ampliﬁers, speakers, a USB DAC and the
Maestro all-in-one Blu-ray network player.
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